
VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3DILHR0
Infuse
¥ 52,500 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/PEWTER

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Infuse is about performance. Always has be
en. Always will be.
Since its earliest iterations, the drive towards pr
ogression has been central to its design.
And this hands-down, next-level, best-in-class In
fuse will reset your expectations of what a snow
board boot should be.
Loaded with top-shelf features and the Vans Hyb
rid Plus BOA® Custom Fit System, it�s got just ab
out everything you�ve ever wanted in a snowboa
rd boot.
Question is―what�re you gonna do with it?

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3DILBA2
Infuse
¥ 52,500 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Infuse is about performance. Always has be
en. Always will be.
Since its earliest iterations, the drive towards pr
ogression has been central to its design.
And this hands-down, next-level, best-in-class In
fuse will reset your expectations of what a snow
board boot should be.
Loaded with top-shelf features and the Vans Hyb
rid Plus BOA® Custom Fit System, it�s got just ab
out everything you�ve ever wanted in a snowboa
rd boot.
Question is―what�re you gonna do with it?

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54FNBKO
Invado Pro
¥ 41,500 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/OLIVE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Invado Pro packs an innovative arsenal of fe
atures and benefits that makes it one of the mos
t versatile snowboard boots available.
Combining the unlimited customization of Vans�
Hybrid BOA® Fit System and the unmatched heel
hold of the Custom Slide Guide with the comfort
and warmth of the V2 UltraCush™ Smartwool® li
ner and the terrain management of a V2 Waffle P
ro outsole, the Invado Pro delivers true pro-level
performance in any situation.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54FNB9M
Invado Pro
¥ 41,500 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/GUM

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Invado Pro packs an innovative arsenal of fe
atures and benefits that makes it one of the mos
t versatile snowboard boots available.
Combining the unlimited customization of Vans�
Hybrid BOA® Fit System and the unmatched heel
hold of the Custom Slide Guide with the comfort
and warmth of the V2 UltraCush™ Smartwool® li
ner and the terrain management of a V3 Waffle P
ro outsole, the Invado Pro delivers true pro-level
performance in any situation.
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54FMY28
Invado OG
¥ 32,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Invado OG combines a Vans classic look wit
h the solution to an age-old snowboarding probl
em―the lack of a decent heel hold.
The Vans� Hybrid BOA® Fit System merges traditi
onal lacing and the power of BOA® closure at the
instep with the Custom Slide Guide to provide ta
rgeted and instant customizable heel hold in any
terrain or situation.
This makes the Invado OG an easy choice for any
rider looking for style and performance at an inc
redible value.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A4UVDACW
Verse Range Edition
¥ 62,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLAKE PAUL FOREST/BLACK

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

Designed to support overland adventures and u
phill travel, this upgraded version of the Verse is
intended to be a functional and reliable addition
to any backcountry toolkit.
The Range Edition�s Adaptive Range Mode featur
es a Range Limiter and Rear Drop-Cuff that can b
e unlocked to widen the top opening of the boot
for a significantly expanded range of motion.
Skinning a switchback, punching up for quick po
w scores, ripping the snowmobile deep into the
hills, or just going for a good old-fashioned hike,
the Verse Range Edition gets you there with le…

Material：
Colors：

Sizes：

VN0A3DIQ4Y4
Verse
¥ 58,500 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
PARKER SZUMOWSKI BLACK/
BUNGEE CORD

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Verse has long been regarded as one of the
most versatile technical terrain boots available t
oday.
And this next iteration brings generational adva
ncements in both performance and protection.
With a BOA® Fit System featuring Vans Custom F
ocus Plus routing and Custom Slide Guide, the V
erse is optimized for precision and power.
Complemented by ExoCap protection and a V3 S
uperEnduro Waffle outsole, it�s also well-outfitte
d for backcountry missions and more capable of
destroying resort groomers than ever before.…

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54G1HR0
Aura Pro
¥ 42,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/PEWTER

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

Featuring comfort, control, and style that only V
ans can offer, the Aura Pro delivers on its versatil
e, hardworking reputation as the boot built to p
erform in all environments.
A dual-zone BOA® Fit System featuring Vans Cust
om Focus provides unlimited on-the-fly micro-a
djustability backed by the customizable comfort
and heel hold of the Custom Slide Guide.
Add in the V2 UltraCush™ Smartwool® liner and
V2 Waffle Pro outsole, and the Aura Pro will exce
ed your expectations for comfort and performan
ce.
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54G1BA2
Aura Pro
¥ 42,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

Featuring comfort, control, and style that only V
ans can offer, the Aura Pro delivers on its versatil
e, hardworking reputation as the boot built to p
erform in all environments.
A dual-zone BOA® Fit System featuring Vans Cust
om Focus provides unlimited on-the-fly micro-a
djustability backed by the customizable comfort
and heel hold of the Custom Slide Guide.
Add in the V2 UltraCush™ Smartwool® liner and
V3 Waffle Pro outsole, and the Aura Pro will exce
ed your expectations for comfort and performan
ce.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54FZY24
Aura OG
¥ 35,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLUE/GREY

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Aura OG is a lightweight and responsive boo
t equipped to excel for all riders in all terrain.
The speed and simplicity of its single-dial BOA® F
it System makes precise, on-the-fly adjustability
practically effortless, while the V1 Waffle Lug out
sole and classic Sidestripe™ add original and un
mistakable Vans style.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A54FZ0BN
Aura OG
¥ 35,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Aura OG is a lightweight and responsive boo
t equipped to excel for all riders in all terrain.
The speed and simplicity of its single-dial BOA® F
it System makes precise, on-the-fly adjustability
practically effortless, while the V2 Waffle Lug out
sole and classic Sidestripe™ add original and un
mistakable Vans style.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFKDJR
Hi-Standard Pro
¥ 40,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BENNY URBAN turtledove

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

As the Pro-level cousin in the Hi-Standard famil
y, the Hi-Standard Pro has a lot to live up to.
The most well-known franchise name in the Van
s collection bears the responsibility of delivering
on the promises of both performance and style.
This latest interpretation of that legacy hits hard
on both.
Supported by a full suite of V2 components and
a look that drips progressive heritage, this is wit
hout a doubt the pro-est Hi-Standard ever built.
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFKY49
Hi-Standard Pro
¥ 41,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
JILL PERKINS BROWN/BLACK

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

As the Pro-level cousin in the Hi-Standard famil
y, the Hi-Standard Pro has a lot to live up to.
The most well-known franchise name in the Van
s collection bears the responsibility of delivering
on the promises of both performance and style.
This latest interpretation of that legacy hits hard
on both.
Supported by a full suite of V3 components and
a look that drips progressive heritage, this is wit
hout a doubt the pro-est Hi-Standard ever built.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFKBA2
Hi-Standard Pro
¥ 40,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

As the Pro-level cousin in the Hi-Standard famil
y, the Hi-Standard Pro has a lot to live up to.
The most well-known franchise name in the Van
s collection bears the responsibility of delivering
on the promises of both performance and style.
This latest interpretation of that legacy hits hard
on both.
Supported by a full suite of V4 components and
a look that drips progressive heritage, this is wit
hout a doubt the pro-est Hi-Standard ever built.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFJNAV
Hi-Standard OG
¥ 30,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
NAVY/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Hi-Standard OG is the best-selling Vans boot
of all time, and continues to be the standard-be
arer for classic style and modern performance.
The comfort and familiar feel of traditional lace-
up closure gains additional support from key fea
tures like our Instep Lace Lockout and Internal
Web Harness.
With its V1 Waffle Lug outsole and iconic Sidestri
pe™, this timeless Vans style speaks for itself.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFJFRC
Hi-Standard OG
¥ 30,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/GREY/GUM

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Hi-Standard OG is the best-selling Vans boot
of all time, and continues to be the standard-be
arer for classic style and modern performance.
The comfort and familiar feel of traditional lace-
up closure gains additional support from key fea
tures like our Instep Lace Lockout and Internal
Web Harness.
With its V2 Waffle Lug outsole and iconic Sidestri
pe™, this timeless Vans style speaks for itself.
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFJY59
Hi-Standard OG
¥ 30,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
TAN/BLACK

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Hi-Standard OG is the best-selling Vans boot
of all time, and continues to be the standard-be
arer for classic style and modern performance.
The comfort and familiar feel of traditional lace-
up closure gains additional support from key fea
tures like our Instep Lace Lockout and Internal
Web Harness.
With its V2 Waffle Lug outsole and iconic Sidestri
pe™, this timeless Vans style speaks for itself.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFJT0U
Hi-Standard OG
¥ 30,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,7.5,8,8.5,9,9.5,10,10.5,11

The Hi-Standard OG is the best-selling Vans boot
of all time, and continues to be the standard-be
arer for classic style and modern performance.
The comfort and familiar feel of traditional lace-
up closure gains additional support from key fea
tures like our Instep Lace Lockout and Internal
Web Harness.
With its V3 Waffle Lug outsole and iconic Sidestri
pe™, this timeless Vans style speaks for itself.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A5KS2458
WM Luna Ventana Pro
¥ 41,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/RED

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

There�s no looking past the Luna Ventana�s shar
p design.
This boot walks the line between utilitarian fashi
on and Vans� heritage aesthetic.
A full complement of Pro Spec features and Van
s� Hybrid BOA® Fit System positions it among a li
mited and elite offering in a growing women�s m
arket.
We are purveyors of imagination, and the Luna V
entana Pro represents Vans� best work in design
for women�s snowboarding.

Material：
Colors：

Sizes：

VN000BCJ0CL
WM Viaje Range Edition
¥ 58,500 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
HANA BEAMAN GRAPE LEAF/B
ROWN

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

The Viaje Range Edition is the absolute outer rim
and frontline of progressive snowboard boots fo
r women, and this upgraded version of the Viaje
is intended to be a functional and reliable additi
on to any backcountry toolkit.
Designed to support overland adventures and u
phill travel, the Range Edition�s Adaptive Range
Mode features a Range Limiter and Rear Drop Cu
ff which can be unlocked to widen the top openi
ng of the boot for a significantly expanded range
of motion.
Skinning a switchback, punching up for quick …
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFQKHW
WM Encore Pro
¥ 42,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
KHAKI/WHITE

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

With timeless style, comfort, and dependable co
ntrol in equal measure, the Encore Pro is an adv
anced and versatile women�s-specific boot built
to perform in all environments.
It features our dual-zone BOA® Fit System featuri
ng Vans Custom Focus for unlimited, on-the-fly
micro-adjustability, backed by the customizable
comfort and heel hold of the Custom Slide Guid
e.
Add in the V2 UltraCush™ Smartwool® liner and
V2 POPCUSH™ footbed, and the Encore Pro just
might be your new favorite part about snowb…

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFQ1KP
WM Encore Pro
¥ 42,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/MARSHMALLOW

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

With timeless style, comfort, and dependable co
ntrol in equal measure, the Encore Pro is an adv
anced and versatile women�s-specific boot built
to perform in all environments.
It features our dual-zone BOA® Fit System featuri
ng Vans Custom Focus for unlimited, on-the-fly
micro-adjustability, backed by the customizable
comfort and heel hold of the Custom Slide Guid
e.
Add in the V2 UltraCush™ Smartwool® liner and
V2 POPCUSH™ footbed, and the Encore Pro just
might be your new favorite part about snowb…

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFPZ1N
WM Encore OG
¥ 35,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
PURPLE/WHITE

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

The Encore OG is designed for women who want
a lightweight and comfortable boot that excels f
or all riders in all terrain types.
The speed and simplicity of its single-dial BOA® F
it System make precise, on-the-fly adjustability
practically effortless, while the V1 Waffle Lug out
sole and classic Sidestripe™ add original and un
mistakable Vans style.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFP0BN
WM Encore OG
¥ 35,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

The Encore OG is designed for women who want
a lightweight and comfortable boot that excels f
or all riders in all terrain types.
The speed and simplicity of its single-dial BOA® F
it System make precise, on-the-fly adjustability
practically effortless, while the V1 Waffle Lug out
sole and classic Sidestripe™ add original and un
mistakable Vans style.
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：

Sizes：

VN000CBBKHG
WM Hi-Standard Pro
¥ 40,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
JILL PERKINS MARSHMALLO
W/DEMITASSE

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

As the Pro-level cousin in the Hi-Standard famil
y, the Hi-Standard Pro has a lot to live up to.
The most well-known franchise name in the Van
s collection bears the responsibility of delivering
on the promises of both performance and style.
This latest interpretation of that legacy hits hard
on both.
Supported by a full suite of V2 components and
a look that drips progressive heritage, this is wit
hout a doubt the pro-est Hi-Standard ever built.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFSD1Q
WM Hi-Standard OG
¥ 30,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
MULTI COLOR BLOCK

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

The Hi-Standard OG is the best-selling Vans boot
of all time, and continues to be the standard-be
arer for classic style and modern performance.
The comfort and familiar feel of traditional lace-
up closure gains additional support from key fea
tures like our Instep Lace Lockout and Internal
Web Harness.
With its V1 Waffle Lug outsole and iconic Sidestri
pe™, this timeless Vans style speaks for itself.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A3TFST0U
WM Hi-Standard OG
¥ 30,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

6,6.5,7,7.5,8,8.5,9

The Hi-Standard OG is the best-selling Vans boot
of all time, and continues to be the standard-be
arer for classic style and modern performance.
The comfort and familiar feel of traditional lace-
up closure gains additional support from key fea
tures like our Instep Lace Lockout and Internal
Web Harness.
With its V1 Waffle Lug outsole and iconic Sidestri
pe™, this timeless Vans style speaks for itself.

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A4UVUBA2
Juvie OG
¥ 24,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

4,5,6

The Juvie OG is built to support groms who rip.
Complete with a V1 UltraCush™ liner, V1 POPCU
SH™ footbed, and V1 Waffle Lug outsole, this bo
ot matches features with all of Vans� adult-level
OG products.
When combined with the BOA® Fit System, the J
uvie OG is the youth culture�s clear choice for pr
ogression and undeniable style.
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VANS SNOWBOARD BOOTS 2024

Material：
Colors：
Sizes：

VN0A4UVNBA2
Juvie Mini
¥ 14,000 / 24-Sep

SYNTHETIC
BLACK/WHITE

7,8,9,10,11,12

Start �em young and start �em in style.
The Juvie Mini starts from way down in size to w
elcome the youngest riders to the Vans Snow fa
mily.
Linerless technology and hook-and-loop closure
allow for easy on-and-off, while an UltraCush™ G
row-With-You footbed provides all-day comfort a
nd multiple seasons of use.
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